The primary Roger Touchscreen Mic is labeled with a #1 on the digital display and also with a tape label on the back of the unit (Primary). The secondary Touchscreen Mic is labeled with a #2 on the digital display.

When using the Roger Touchscreen Mics together for co-teaching, both the Primary and Secondary Mics must be worn by both teachers on the lapel with the lanyard around the neck. Both speakers/teachers should be audible to the student in this mode.

***The Secondary Mic will not work if the Primary Mic is not on*** (the primary mic may be muted, but needs to be on). A blue flashing light will appear on the secondary mic if this occurs.

***The Secondary Mic will not work if the Primary Mic is in small group mode*** (see below). A blue flashing light will appear on the secondary mic if this occurs.

**Small Group mode** is available with the **Primary Mic only**. When this function is needed, it should be placed in the center of the table (laid down flat with the screen facing up) to allow the student to hear others in a small group setting not more than 2 to 3 feet away. When the Primary Mic is in small group mode, the Secondary Mic cannot be used and a blue flashing light can be seen on the front of the device.

When small group mode is no longer needed and the Primary Mic is placed back around the neck in lanyard position for regular use with the Secondary Mic, the blue flashing light will disappear and the Secondary Mic will be active again for co-teaching.